
 ASTRO FOOTBALL 101 

Like Football, Astrology is a Language of Energy

The zodiac signs and planets represent unique players and archetypes. Every
player and individual has a playbook (birth chart). Astrology helps one

understand their team of inner archetypes so they can harness their fullest
potential on and off the field.

Understanding the Connections

The Zodiac Signs (Player Archetypes) 
How each player arrives at the game, showcasing their prowess and character.

The Planets (Player Positions) 
Each position is interconnected through specific functions and specialities,

relying on each other to contribute to the team's success.

The Aspects (Vicinity of the Planets)
The game day conditions and communication between players.

Conjunct (within 10 degrees)
Adjacent players unite for enhanced unity.

 
Square (90 degrees)

Players thrive on tension, building unparalleled strength.

Opposition (180 degrees)
Players unify contradicting energies to create optimal outcomes.

Sextile (60 degrees)
Complementary positions stimulate the skills and amplify connection.

Trine (120 degrees)
Players seize opportunities through an ease of using natural talents.
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Aries - The Energetic Competitor
Fearless and driven, they thrive in fast-paced situations.

Taurus - The Solid Foundation
Strong, enduring, and reliable, they provide stability.

Gemini - The Versatile Playmaker
Quick-thinking and adaptable, they excel in multiple positions.

Cancer - The Supportive Teammate
Caring and nurturing, they boost morale and foster camaraderie.

Leo - The Charismatic Leader
Confident and inspiring, they naturally lead the team.

Virgo - The Analytical Strategist
Meticulous and calculated, they analyze plays and give their team an edge.

Libra - The Balanced Collaborator
Diplomatic and excellent team players, they bring harmony.

Scorpio - The Intense Competitor
Determined and relentless, they capitalize on opponents' weaknesses.

Sagittarius - The Adventurous Trailblazer
Bold and innovative, they push boundaries.

Capricorn - The Disciplined Achiever
Hardworking and focused, they inspire through their work ethic.

Aquarius - The Innovative Maverick
Unconventional and inventive, they surprise opponents.

Pisces - The Intuitive Team Player 
Empathetic and supportive, they excel in team dynamics.

 ARCHETYPES BY SIGN 
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Sun - Quarterback
Leader who thrives under pressure, propelling the team to success.

Moon - Offense Lineman
Intuitive protector, excels in changing circumstances, nourishes to team.

Mercury - Quarterback Coach
Head of communication and strategy, guides and mentors quarterback.

Venus - Wide Receiver 
Graceful, charismatic, excels in catching passes and route-running.

Mars - Running Back
Strong, determined, and aggressive, breaks through defenses and gains yards.

 Jupiter - Head Coach
Wise strategist, analyzes opponents and helps the team grow and improve.

Saturn - Defensive Line
Disciplined, structured, and precise, executes defensive plays flawlessly.

Uranus - Free Safety
Brings surprise and creativity, and fresh perspective to the defense. 

Neptune - Kicker
Precise and underestimated, brings imagination and the unknown to create

camaraderie.

Pluto - Linebacker
Intense transformer, making crucial tackles and interceptions, disrupting the

offense.

North Node - Team Owner
Sets direction, ensures success, and strategically manages resources for the

team.
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